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The 
Collective
 


The Collective takes the boring out of dairy by creating exciting eating experiences every day



our goods
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never boring, no bull!
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					The Collective, never boring, no bull!

					
						At The Collective it is all about you. We’re super passionate about providing you with the greatest dairy imaginable.
					

					
						our goods
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the full story
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who we are

The Collective was started in New Zealand by two clever entrepreneurial chefs, Angus Allan and Ofer Shenhav. Their quest was simple… create an extraordinary yoghurt with an unbeatable taste…
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				who we are

				
					The Collective was started in New Zealand by two clever entrepreneurial chefs, Angus Allan and Ofer Shenhav. Their quest was simple... create an extraordinary yoghurt with an unbeatable taste...
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						the goods

					


					
						Fresh, natural, vegetarian friendly with no added nasties or other tricky stuff. No artificial colours, preservatives so you won't be finding any weird numbers amongst our ingredients, honest!
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						unearth more

					


					

						We're a bit of an active bunch so things are often changing. If you're wanting to know about what we’re up to in our community, what kind of fun stuff we’re concocting or how to join us in The Collective kitchen, well, we think these links should help you for starters.
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						'tis the good stuff

					

					
						We believe using the finest ingredients in our products is absolutely key to delivering on the finest taste, no bull!

						
							makin' yoghurt
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					yep, i'd love to sign up for your news*
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                This iframe contains the logic required to handle Ajax powered Gravity Forms.
                					
	
		
			
			
				If you would like to find out what The Collective is up to, be the
				first to discover our special offers, receive free samples and have
				the chance to enter our amazing competitions, please enter your email
				address below to receive our newsletter which will give you further
				details. Please see our privacy policy for further detail on how
				we use your personal information.
			

		

	


					
						*We won’t spam your inbox, promise!

						We will just send you monthly, or thereabouts,

						updates on things we think you’d really like to know.
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